
Getting Started with Mathbook XML (MBX) via SageMathCloud (SMC)

The following is a list of steps to get started using MBX. For first-time users, it is recommended
that they be followed exactly.

1. Log in to SMC and create a new project with title below.

FirstName LastName - MAA Seaway Workshop 2017

2. In the project settings, make sure that your project has internet access and invite a collabo-
rator. NOTE: Internet is recommended for working in SageMathCloud. Basic user access is
$7 /month.

3. Create a “scratch” folder for future XML files.

4. Create a terminal window for your project. The terminal window will be used to clone the
MBX repository. All MBX navigation and compiling will be done in the terminal window.

5. Open the terminal window and get started using the following list of commands.

1. Clone the MBX repository from GitHub using the following command

git clone https://github.com/rbeezer/mathbook.git

No. Command Function
2. cd mathbook Change directory to mathbook
3. git pull Fetches and merges any changes to the mathbook repository
4. ls List the files and folders in the current directory (mathbook)
5. cd xsl Change directory to xsl
6. ls List files/folders in xsl
7. cd .. Changes to parent directory (mathbook)
8. open README.md Opens the mathbook README file
9. cd examples Change directory to examples
10. ls List files/folders in examples
11. open README.md Open README file in examples directory
12. cd hello-world Change directory to hello-world
13. ls List files/folders in hello-world
14. open hello-world.xml Open hello-world.xml file

15. & 16. Invoke the XSL transformation of hello-world.xml to hello-world.html and hello-world.tex
using the following commands

xsltproc ../../xsl/mathbook-html.xsl hello-world.xml
xsltproc ../../xsl/mathbook-latex.xsl hello-world.xml

Congratulations! You just compiled your first Mathbook XML file!

17. Execute the command ‘ls’ to list the files/folders in hello-world. You should see the newly
created hello-world.html and hello-world.tex files.
18. Use the ‘open’ command to view both outputs (.html and .tex).
19. Type ‘pdflatex hello-world.tex’ to compile the corresponding .pdf file.
20. Now go check out the minimal example!



Things to Remember When Working in the Terminal Window

• Never underestimate the benefits of a “cheat sheet”. Keep a log of frequently used commands
until you become more proficient. A Google search is always good for figuring out commands!

• Tab completion is your best friend!

• The basic structure of the MBX repository must be respected.

HOME

mathbook scratch

examples xsl ...

hello-world minimal ...

In order to successfully apply mathbook-html.xsl, mathbook-latex.xsl, etc., you must correctly
navigate to the .xsl file you want.

If you are in the minimal example folder and want to apply mathbook-latex.xsl, for example,
you will need the following command.

xsltproc ../../xsl/mathbook-latex.xsl minimal.xml

If you have created the file norwoodwideright.xml in your scratch folder and want to apply
mathbook-html.xsl, for example, you will need the following command.

xsltproc ../mathbook/xsl/mathbook-html.xsl norwoodwideright.xml

• Just like with LATEX, there are different document classes to MBX, for example article and
book. The book class requires an addendum of ‘--xinclude’ to the xsltproc command (see

below).

xsltproc --xinclude /path/to/mathbook/xsl/mathbook-latex.xsl sample-book.xml


